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Abstract
The unique information (UI) is an information measure that quantifies a deviation from the Blackwell order. We have
recently shown that this quantity is an upper bound on the one-way secret key rate. In this paper, we prove a triangle inequality
for the UI , which implies that the UI is never greater than one of the best known upper bounds on the two-way secret key rate.
We conjecture that the UI lower bounds the two-way rate and discuss implications of the conjecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the well-known source model for secret key agreement [1], [2]: Alice, Bob and an adversary Eve observe n
i.i.d. copies of random variables S, Y and Z resp., where (S, Y, Z) is distributed according to some joint distribution known to
all parties. Alice and Bob wish to agree on a common secret key, by publicly communicating messages over an authenticated
and noiseless channel transparent to Eve.
A two-way public communication protocol proceeds in rounds, where Alice and Bob exchange messages in alternating
order, with Alice sending messages in the odd rounds and Bob in the even rounds. Each message is a function of the sender’s
observation and all the messages exchanged so far. At the end of the protocol, Alice (resp., Bob) computes a key K (resp., K ′)
as a function of Sn (resp., Y n) and C, the set of all exchanged messages.
Definition 1 ([1]). The two-way secret key rate, denoted S↔(S;Y |Z ), is the maximum rate R such that for every  > 0, and
for sufficiently large n, there exists a public communication protocol such that K and K ′ (ranging over some common set K)
agree with probability at least 1− , satisfying
1
nH(K) >
1
n log |K| − , 1nI(K;C,Zn) ≤ , (1)
and achieving 1nH(K) ≥ R− .
(1) ensures that the key is almost uniformly distributed and that the rate at which Eve learns information about the key
is negligibly small. A still stronger definition requires that Eve’s total information about the key is negligibly small. For the
source model, both these definitions give the same secret key rates [3]. We refer [4, Section 17.3] for a review.
The protocol is one-way if there is only one round of communication from Alice to Bob. The corresponding key rate is
called the one-way secret key rate S→(S;Y |Z ). The one-way secret key rate is a lower bound on the two-way secret key
rate. The former can be expressed as an optimization problem over Markov kernels of bounded size [5], [6]. In contrast,
∗The first two authors contributed equally to this work.
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no algorithm to compute the two-way key rate is known, and its value is known only for a handful of distributions [6]–[9].
Computing the two-way rate is a fundamental and open area of inquiry in information-theoretic cryptography.
The state-of-the-art upper bounds on the two-way key rate rely on the following key observation [7], [10]: Let s =
S↔(S;Y |Z ). Imagine a fourth party Charlie who observes i.i.d. copies of a correlated random variable Z ′. If we decompose s
into two parts: a part s1 which Charlie does not know, and a part s2 = s−s1 which Charlie knows about the secret key shared
between S and Y w.r.t. Z, then s1 is at most S↔(S;Y |Z ′ ), while s2 is at most S→(SY ;Z ′|Z ). Thus, for any (S, Y, Z, Z ′),
the secret key rate satisfies the following property [7, Theorem 4].
S↔(S;Y |Z ) ≤ S↔(S;Y |Z ′ ) + S→(SY ;Z ′|Z ) . (2)
For any (S, Y, Z, Z ′) ∼ P , if the induced channel PZ|SY dominates the channel PZ′|SY in the less noisy sense [11], then
the second term S→(SY ;Z ′|Z ) vanishes. One can thus interpret the second term in (2) as quantifying a deviation from the
less noisy order when we replace PZ|SY with PZ′|SY [12].
The secret key rates are similar in spirit to an information theoretic quantity UI , called unique information, first proposed
in [13]. The value UI(S;Y \Z) is interpreted as the information about S known to Y , but unknown to Z. The definition of
UI is motivated by the idea that unique information should be useful. In [13] this is formalized in terms of decision problems:
whenever UI(S;Y \Z) > 0, there is a decision problem in which it is better to know Y than to know Z. A second ingredient
is the goal to not only measure some aspect of information, but also to define an information decomposition, in the sense
of [14], that is,
SI(S;Y,Z) = I(S;Y )− UI(S;Y \Z) (3)
is nonnegative and can be interpreted as the information about S shared between Y and Z, and
CI(S;Y,Z) = I(S;Y |Z)− UI(S;Y \Z) (4)
is nonnegative and can be interpreted as synergistic (or complementary) information about S. One can thus interpret the unique
information as either the mutual information without the shared information, or as the conditional mutual information without
the synergistic information.
The key rates can be described in a similar manner as information common to S and Y that is unique w.r.t. Z. Also it is
clear by definition in which sense positive values of the key rates are useful. Thus it is natural to ask how the two concepts
are related. By studying this question we hope to further both the understanding of the secret key rates and the understanding
of information decompositions: in fact, the function UI has been criticized amongst other things for vanishing too often. For
example, UI(S;Y \Z) = 0 whenever the marginals (S, Y ) and (S,Z) are identically distributed. The two-way key rate can
still be positive in such a situation (see e.g., [8], [15]).
In [15], we have recently shown that UI is an upper bound on the one-way secret key rate. We have also shown that neither
the one-way nor the two-way key rate directly fits into the information decomposition framework, as it violates a so-called
consistency condition, but we presented a simple construction to enforce the consistency condition and nevertheless derive an
information decomposition.
In this paper, we prove a triangle inequality for the UI which implies the following property that resembles (2): For any
(S, Y, Z, Z ′),
UI(S;Y \Z) ≤ UI(S;Y \Z ′) + UI(SY ;Z ′\Z). (5)
From (5) we conclude that UI ≤ B1, where B1 is one of the best known upper bounds on S↔. We conjecture that the UI
lower bounds the two-way key rate and discuss implications of the conjecture.
II. THE UNIQUE INFORMATION AND ITS PROPERTIES
For some finite state spaces S,Y,Z , let PS×Y×Z be the set of all joint distributions of (S, Y, Z). Given P ∈ PS×Y×Z , let
∆P (S,Y,Z) :=
{
Q ∈ PS×Y×Z : QSY (s, y) = PSY (s, y), QSZ(s, z) = PSZ(s, z)
}
(6)
be the set of joint distributions of (S, Y, Z) that have the same marginals on (S, Y ) and (S,Z) as P . For brevity, we sometimes
write ∆P (S,Y,Z) ≡ ∆P . [13] define the unique information that Y conveys about S w.r.t. Z as
UI(S;Y \Z) := min
Q∈∆P (S,Y,Z)
IQ(S;Y |Z), (7)
where the subscript Q in IQ denotes the joint distribution on which the mutual information I is computed. Since ∆P is
compact and IQ is continuous in Q, the minimum exists. ∆P is a convex polytope of dimension |S|(|Y| − 1)(|Z| − 1), and
the optimization problem (7) is a convex program [13], actually a convex cone program [16]. An algorithm to compute the
UI has been proposed in [17]1.
1Link to source code is available at https://github.com/infodeco/computeUI.
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The function UI satisfies the following consistency condition, which implies that SI and CI (defined in (3) and (4)) are
symmetric in Y, Z [13].
P.1 (Consistency condition).
I(S;Y ) + UI(S;Z\Y ) = I(S;Z) + UI(S;Y \Z). (8)
UI also satisfies the following intuitive property.
P.2 (Blackwell property). For (S, Y, Z) ∼ P , write Z S Y if there exists a random variable Y ′ such that S − Z − Y ′ is a
Markov chain and PSY ′ = PSY . Then UI(S;Y \Z) vanishes if and only if Z S Y [13, Lemma 6].
Blackwell’s theorem [18], [19] implies that this property is equivalent to the fact that decision problems can be solved using Z
at least as well as with Y . We call S the Blackwell order (also called the degradation order). The UI then quantifies a
deviation from the Blackwell order.
A. Monotonicity properties of the unique information
In this section, we review basic properties that the function UI shares with the two-way secret key rate. We first note the
following trivial bounds [13].
I(S;Y )− I(S;Z) ≤ UI(S;Y \Z) ≤ min{I(S;Y ), I(S;Y |Z)}. (9)
These bounds match the trivial bounds on the two-way secret key rate [2] (note that S↔(S;Y |Z ) is symmetric under
permutations of S, Y , while UI(S;Y \Z) is not):
max{I(S;Y )− I(S;Z), I(Y ;S)− I(Y ;Z)} ≤ S↔(S;Y |Z ) ≤ min{I(S;Y ), I(S;Y |Z)}. (10)
In a secret key agreement task, if either Eve has less information about S than Bob or, by symmetry, less information about Y
than Alice, then Alice and Bob can exploit this difference to extract a secret key.
In [15], we proved the following properties of the UI .
P.3 (Monotonicity under local operations of Alice and Bob). For all (S, S′, Y, Z) such that Y Z–S–S′ is a Markov chain,
UI(S;Y \Z) ≥ UI(S′;Y \Z) (and likewise for local operations on Y ).
P.4 (Monotonicity under public communication by Alice). For all (S, Y, Z) and functions f over the support of S,
UI((S, f(S)); (Y, f(S))\(Z, f(S))) ≤ UI(S;Y \Z).
P.5 (Normalization). For a perfect secret bit PSSZ(0, 0|z) = PSSZ(1, 1|z) = 12 , UI(S;S\Z) = 1.
P.6 (Additivity on tensor products). For n i.i.d. copies of (S, Y, Z) ∼ P , UI(Sn;Y n\Zn) = n · UI(S;Y \Z).
P.7 (Asymptotic continuity). For any P, P ′ ∈ PS×Y×Z , and  ∈ [0, 1], if ‖P − P ′‖1 = , then
UIP ′(S;Y \Z)− UIP (S;Y \Z) ≤ ζ() + 5 log min{|S|, |Y|}
for some bounded, continuous function ζ : [0, 1]→ R+ such that ζ(0) = 0.
B. A triangle inequality for the unique information
In this section, we prove the following triangle inequality.
Proposition 2. For any (S, Y, Z, Z ′), UI(S;Y \Z) ≤ UI(S;Y \Z ′) + UI(S;Z ′\Z).
To prove Proposition 2, we need the following monotonicity property of the function UI that is proved in the appendix.
P.8 (Monotonicity under local operations of Eve). For all (S, Y, Z, Z ′) such that SY –Z–Z ′ is a Markov chain, UI(S;Y \Z) ≤
UI(S;Y \Z ′).
For the special case when Z ′ is a deterministic function of Z, Property P.8 was shown in [20].
One can gain an intuitive understanding of Proposition (2) by iterating the basic information decomposition idea as follows.
In the presence of a fourth variable Z ′, we would like to decompose u := UI(S;Y \Z) into two parts: a part u1, which Z ′
also knows, and the remainder u2 = u− u1, which Z ′ does not know. Clearly, u1 should be upper bounded by UI(S;Z ′\Z)
since Z ′ alone knows what Z ′ and Y share. Furthermore, u2 ≤ UI(S;Y \Z ′) since what neither Z nor Z ′ knows is less than
what Z ′ does not know. In total this gives a heuristic argument why the triangle inequality should hold.
Proof. Let (S, Y, Z, Z ′) ∼ P . We use the following notation: For A,B ⊆ {Y,Z, Z ′}, ∆P (S,A,B) is the set of all joint
distributions of (S,A,B) that have the same marginals on the pairs (S,A) and (S,B) as P .
Let Q∗ ∈ arg minQ∈∆P (S,Z′,Z) I(S;Z ′|Z). Extend Q∗ to a distribution of S, Y, Z ′, Z via
Q∗(s, y, z′, z) = Q∗(s, z′, z)P (y|s, z′) if P (s, z′) > 0,
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and Q∗(s, y, z′, z) = 0 otherwise. Then Q∗(S, Y, Z ′) = P (S, Y, Z ′) and Q∗(S, Y, Z) ∈ ∆P (S,Y,Z). Thus,
min
Q∈∆Q∗(S,Y,Z′Z)
I(S;Y Z ′|Z) (a)= min
Q∈∆Q∗(S,Y,Z′Z)
I(S;Z ′|Z) + I(S;Y |Z ′Z)
(b)
= UI(S;Z ′\Z) + min
Q∈∆Q∗(S,Y,Z′Z)
IQ(S;Y |Z ′Z)
(c)
= UI(S;Z ′\Z) + UIQ∗(S;Y \Z ′Z)
(d)
≤ UI(S;Z ′\Z) + UIQ∗(S;Y \Z ′) = UI(S;Z ′\Z) + UI(S;Y \Z ′).
(a) follows from the chain rule of mutual information. (b) follows since the (S,Z, Z ′)-marginal is fixed in ∆Q∗(S,Y,Z′Z) and by
definition of Q∗, IQ∗(S;Z ′|Z) = UI(S;Z ′\Z). (c) follows because the second minimization in (b) defines UIQ∗(S;Y \Z ′Z).
Finally, (d) follows from Property P.8.
Let Q+ ∈ arg minQ∈∆Q∗(S,Y,Z′Z) I(S;Y Z ′|Z). Then
Q+(S, Y, Z) ∈ ∆Q∗(S,Y,Z) = ∆P (S,Y,Z).
Therefore,
min
Q∈∆Q∗(S,Y Z′,Z)
I(S;Y Z ′|Z) = IQ+(S;Y Z ′|Z) ≥ UIQ+(S;Y Z ′\Z) ≥ UIQ+(S;Y \Z) = UI(S;Y \Z),
where in the last step we have used Property P.3 and the fact that Q+(S, Y, Z) ∈ ∆P (S,Y,Z). This completes the proof. 
From Proposition 2 and Property P.3 we conclude:
Corollary 3. For any (S, Y, Z, Z ′), UI(S;Y \Z) ≤ UI(S;Y \Z ′) + UI(SY ;Z ′\Z).
We can interpret Corollary 3 like inequality (2): Given (S, Y, Z, Z ′) ∼ P , if the induced channel PZ|SY dominates the
channel PZ′|SY in the Blackwell sense (see Property P.2). then the second term UI(SY ;Z ′\Z) vanishes. One can interpret
UI(SY ;Z ′\Z) as quantifying a deviation from the Blackwell order when we replace PZ|SY with PZ′|SY .
III. BOUNDS ON SECRET KEY RATES
A. An upper bound on the one-way secret key rate
S→ admits the following characterization.
Theorem 4 ([6, Theorem 1]). The one-way secret key rate S→(S;Y |Z ) for the source model is
S→(S;Y |Z ) = max
PUV |SY Z
I(U ;Y |V )− I(U ;Z|V )
for random variables U , V of bounded cardinalities |U| ≤ |S|2 and |V| ≤ |S|, such that V –U–S–Y Z is a Markov chain.
The bounds on the cardinalities imply that the optimization domain is a set of stochastic matrices of finite size, which
makes it possible to turn this theorem into an algorithm to compute S→.
Like the UI , S→(S;Y |Z ) depends only on the marginal distributions of the pairs (S, Y ) and (S,Z) [6]. Using Properties P.3
– P.7 and results about protocol monotones [7], [10], [21], [22], one can show the following:
Theorem 5 ([15, Theorem 37]). UI(S;Y \Z) is an upper bound for the one-way secret key rate S→(S;Y |Z ).
B. Known upper bounds on the two-way secret key rate
As noted in (10), a trivial upper bound on S↔(S;Y |Z ) is min{I(S;Y ), I(S;Y |Z)} [1]. An improved upper bound is
given by the intrinsic information [2].
S↔(S;Y |Z ) ≤ I(S;Y ↓Z) := min
PZ′|Z
I(S;Y |Z ′), (11)
where Z ′ may be assumed to have a range of size at most |Z| [23].
[24] noted that the intrinsic information exhibits a property called “locking”, i.e., it can drop by an arbitrarily large amount
on giving away a bit of information to Eve. In contrast, the two-way rate satisfies
S↔(S;Y |ZU ) ≥ S↔(S;Y |Z )−H(U) (12)
for jointly distributed random variables (S, Y, Z, U) [24, Theorem 3], and the conditional mutual information satisfies an
analogous property. The same is true for the UI:
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P.9 (UI does not lock). For jointly distributed random variables (S, Y, Z, U),
UI(S;Y \ZU) ≥ UI(S;Y \Z)−H(U). (13)
The proof of Property P.9 is in the appendix.
[24] proposed an improved upper bound called the reduced intrinsic information, which does not exhibit locking:
I(S;Y ↓↓Z) := inf
PU|SY Z
I(S;Y ↓ZU) +H(U).
Property P.9 implies that UI(S;Y \ Z) ≤ I(S;Y ↓↓Z); a fact that will be generalized later in Thereom 7.
The tightest known upper bound on the two-way rate is [7]
B2(S;Y |Z) := inf
pZ′|SY Z
I(S;Y |Z ′) + S→(SY ;Z ′|Z ) . (14)
Unfortunately, B2 cannot be computed explicitly, as no bound on the size of Z ′ is known.
A slightly weaker but computable upper bound is given by the minimum intrinsic information [7].
B1(S;Y |Z) := min
PZ′|SY Z
I(S;Y |Z ′) + I(SY ;Z ′|Z), (15)
where |Z ′| ≤ |S||Y||Z|.
C. Unique information based bounds on the two-way rate and a conjecture
We now investigate some properties of the function UI in relation to upper bounds on the two-way rate. We first list the
following known chain of bounds on the two-way rate.
S→(S;Y |Z ) ≤ S↔(S;Y |Z ) ≤ B2(S;Y |Z) ≤ B1(S;Y |Z) ≤ I(S;Y ↓↓Z) ≤ I(S;Y ↓Z) ≤ I(S;Y |Z). (16)
Corollary 3 implies the following result.
Proposition 6. UI(S;Y \Z) ≤ B1(S;Y |Z).
From Theorem 5 and Proposition 6, we have the following chain of inequalities relating the bounds on the two-way rate.
Theorem 7. S→(S;Y |Z ) ≤ UI(S;Y \Z) ≤ B1(S;Y |Z) ≤ I(S;Y ↓↓Z) ≤ I(S;Y ↓Z) ≤ I(S;Y |Z).
Given (S, Y, Z) ∼ P , let
Q∗ ∈ arg min
Q∈∆P (S,Y,Z)
IQ(S;Y |Z). (17)
The distribution Q∗ is called a minimum synergy distribution, as CI(S;Y, Z) = 0 if and only if P = Q∗. By definition,
IQ∗(S;Y |Z) = UI(S;Y \Z). An immediate consequence of Theorem 7 is the following: Choosing P = Q∗, all known upper
bounds on the two-way rate collapse to the UI and the conditional mutual information, respectively.
Examples are known which show that UI is not an upper bound on S↔ (see e.g., [15, Example 41], [8, Appendix]). We
make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 8. UI(S;Y \Z) ≤ S↔(S;Y |Z ).
Let us briefly mention why we believe that this conjecture is true. Firstly, while the function UI(S;Y \Z) depends only
on the marginals of the pairs (S, Y ) and (S,Z), the same is not true for S↔(S;Y |Z ) which depends on the full joint
distribution of (S, Y, Z). Secondly, unlike S↔(S;Y |Z ) which is symmetrical in S and Y , the function UI is asymmetric in
all three variables. This asymmetry is manifest, for instance, when we note that UI(S;Y \Z) is not monotone under public
communication by Bob.
Remark 9 (Sandwich bound on S↔(S;Y |Z )). If Conjecture 8 is true, then
UI(S;Y \Z) = IQ∗(S;Y |Z) ≤ S↔(S;Y |Z ) ≤ IP (S;Y |Z). (18)
(18) implies that the set of all Q∗ as in (17) is a set of distributions for which the UI equals the two-way rate.
A related work [9] gives necessary conditions for when the two-way rate equals the conditional mutual information.
Definition 10. Define the following functions on PS×Y×Z .
BsUI(S;Y |Z) := inf
PZ′|SY Z
UI(S;Y \Z ′) + UI(SY ;Z ′\Z).
BgUI(S;Y |Z) := inf
PZ′|SY Z
I(S;Y |Z ′) + UI(SY ;Z ′\Z).
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As the following proposition shows, BgUI(S;Y |Z) is a new upper bound on the two-way rate which is juxtaposed between
the two best known bounds B2 and B1.
Proposition 11.
BsUI(S;Y |Z) = UI(S;Y \Z) ≤ BgUI(S;Y |Z) (19)
B2(S;Y |Z) ≤ BgUI(S;Y |Z) ≤ B1(S;Y |Z) (20)
Proof. The left equality in (19) follows from Corollary 3 and
BsUI(S;Y |Z) = inf
PZ′|SY Z
UI(S;Y \Z ′) + UI(SY ;Z ′\Z) ≤ inf
PZ′|Z :SY−Z−Z′
UI(S;Y \Z ′) = UI(S;Y \Z),
where the last equality uses Property P.8. The right inequality in (19) follows from Corollary 3 and from UI(S;Y \Z ′) ≤
I(S;Y |Z ′).
Statement (20) follows from Theorem 5 by noting that S→(SY ;Z ′|Z ) ≤ UI(SY ;Z ′\Z) ≤ I(SY ;Z ′|Z). 
IV. CONCLUSION
We showed a triangle inequality for the unique information which implies that the UI is never greater than one of the best
known upper bounds on the two-way secret key rate. We conjecture that the UI is indeed a lower bound on the two-way rate.
Assuming that the conjecture is true, we characterized a set of distributions for which the two-way rate equals the conditional
mutual information and the UI . This provides an operational characterization of the UI .
APPENDIX
Proof of Property P.8. Let (S, Y, Z) ∼ P and (S, Y, Z, Z ′) ∼ P ′. By definition, P is a marginal of P ′. Let Q ∈ ∆P (S,Y,Z),
and let Q′(s, y, z, z′) = Q(s, y, z)P ′(z′|s, z) if P (s, z) > 0 and Q′(s, y, z, z′) = 0 otherwise. Then Q′ ∈ ∆P ′(S,Y,ZZ′).
Moreover, Q is the (S, Y, Z)-marginal of Q′, and Y –SZ–Z ′ is a Markov chain w.r.t. Q′ by construction. Therefore,
IQ′(S;Y |ZZ ′) = IQ′(SZ ′;Y |Z)− IQ′(Z ′;Y |Z)
≤ IQ′(SZ ′;Y |Z) = IQ′(S;Y |Z) + IQ′(Z ′;Y |SZ) = IQ′(S;Y |Z) = IQ(S;Y |Z).
Taking the minimum over Q ∈ ∆P (S,Y,Z), we conclude that
UI(S;Y \Z,Z ′) ≤ UI(S;Y \Z). (21)
If SY –Z–Z ′ is a Markov chain by assumption, then
UI(S;Y \Z,Z ′) = min
Q′∈∆P ′(S,Y,ZZ′)
IQ′(S;Y |ZZ ′)
(a)
= min
Q′∈∆P ′(S,Y,ZZ′)
IQ′(S;Y |Z)− IQ′(S;Z ′|Z) + IQ′(S;Z ′|ZY )
(b)
≥ min
Q′∈∆P ′(S,Y,ZZ′)
IQ′(S;Y |Z)
(c)
≥ min
Q∈∆P (S,Y,Z)
IQ(S;Y |Z) = UI(S;Y \Z), (22)
where (a) follows from the chain rule of mutual information, (b) follows since SY –Z–Z ′ w.r.t. P ′ implies IQ′(S;Z ′|Z) = 0,
and (c) follows since Q is the (S, Y, Z)-marginal of Q′ and Q′ ∈ ∆P ′ implies Q ∈ ∆P . (21) and (22) together imply
UI(S;Y \Z) = UI(S;Y \Z,Z ′).
Since (21) holds for any (S, Y, Z, Z ′), exchanging Z ′ and Z in (21) gives UI(S;Y \Z) = UI(S;Y \Z,Z ′) ≤ UI(S;Y \Z ′)
which completes the proof. 
Proof of Property P.9. Let (S, Y, Z, U) ∼ P˜ and let P be the (S, Y, Z)-marginal of P˜ . Let
Q˜∗ ∈ arg min
Q˜∈∆P˜ (S,Y,ZU)
IQ˜(S;Y |ZU), and Q∗ ∈ arg min
Q∈∆P (S,Y,Z)
IQ(S;Y |Z).
Then
UI(S;Y \ZU) = IQ˜∗(S;Y |ZU) ≥ IQ˜∗(S;Y |Z)−H(U) ≥ IQ∗(S;Y |Z)−H(U) = UI(S;Y \Z)−H(U),
where in the third step we have used the fact that for any Q˜ ∈ ∆P˜ , the (S, Y, Z)-marginal of Q˜ lies in ∆P . 
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